Around The Oil Islands Series
June 19, July 24, August 28

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS
Amendment #1
SECTION 12
12.

FINISHING
12.1 The Finish Line will be located in the vicinity of Newport Pier (approximate GPS coordinates
of N 33° 36.500' and W 117° 56.250’).
12.2 The Finish Line will be between the Race Committee boat to port and an orange inflatable
tetrahedron to starboard.
12.3 If no boat has reached the gate described in SI 9.4 before 1530 hours, or if, in the opinion of
the Race Committee, weather conditions so warrant, the course will be shortened at the
gate. Race Committee will position a Race Committee boat in the vicinity of the seaward
end of the gate and will signal the shortened course in accordance with RRS 32.
12.3.1 The handicap distance for the “shortened course” is 11.75 nm.
12.4 Race Committee will log the time of all boats as they reach the gate. Should a class have
fifty percent (50%) or fewer boats in the class finishing the race at the finish line described
in SI 12.1 before the Time Limit, the finish times for all boats in that Class will be the times
logged at the gate. This changes RRS 32.1, RRS 32.2, and RRS 35.
12.5 If a class is finished at the gate, the logged times at the gate will be used to determine the
Corrected Times for that class on that day.

IS CHANGED AS FOLLOWS
12.

FINISHING
12.1 The Finish Line will be located in the vicinity of Newport Pier (approximate GPS coordinates
of N 33° 36.500' and W 117° 56.250’).
12.2 The Finish Line will be between a blue flag on the Race Committee boat to port and an
orange inflatable tetrahedron to starboard.
12.3 If no boat has reached the gate described in SI 9.4 before 1530 hours, or if, in the opinion of
the Race Committee, weather conditions so warrant, the course will be shortened at the
gate. Race Committee will position a Race Committee boat in the vicinity of the seaward
end of the gate and will signal the shortened course in accordance with RRS 32.
12.3.1 The handicap distance for the “shortened course” is 11.75 nm.
12.4 Race Committee will log the time of all boats as they reach the gate. Should a class have
fifty percent (50%) or fewer boats in the class finishing the race at the finish line described
in SI 12.1 before the Time Limit, the finish times for all boats in that Class will be the times
logged at the gate. This changes RRS 32.1, RRS 32.2, and RRS 35.
12.5 If a class is finished at the gate, the logged times at the gate will be used to determine the
Corrected Times for that class on that day.
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